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easy masternormal

new pricing | plans

basic most popular full

chosen pc model X X X

hotswap - X X

disk image - 100-150 € X

SSD disk cloning - 10 € per pc X

operating system - Windows 11 Home Windows 11 Pro

technical support - 2 x 15 min unlimited

PC cleaning 20 € per pc 10 € per pc free

International shipment disscont - - -2%

packaging carton transport case transport case

delivery time free of charge - 1 day* free of charge - 2 days* free of charge - no limit

first aid kit* - X X

easy masternormal

from €5 net per day from €8 net per day from €10 net per day

compare plans

Presenting our revamped pricing structure, now offering three distinct plans for all PC rentals. This new approach 
provides you with the flexibility to choose a plan that best suits their needs, without paying for features or benefits you 
don't require. Whether you're looking for a basic setup or a comprehensive package with additional perks, we have an 

option tailored just for you. Discover the perfect plan for your next gaming event with our new pricing options.

*If the shipment exceeds the stated free time, we will charge an additional 50% of the daily pricing for each extra day.
**The kit contains: normal: 1 x power supply cable, approx. 20 x hose ties, adhesive tape, screwdriver and set of screws, master: normal + 1 x spare SSD disk.
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normal

4-6 days* 20 € 29 € 37 €

8-14 days* 17 € 23 € 30 €

16-24 days* 15 € 21 € 27 €

1 month* 11 € 14 € 18 €

3 months* 5 € 8 € 10 €

easy master

processor AMD Ryzen 7 7700 

case Fractal Design Air Pop Mini

motherboard ASUS TUF GAMING B650M-PLUS WIFI DDR5 

RAM 32 GB 6000MHz CL36 DDR5 

graphic card ASUS GeForce RTX 4070 DUAL 

Intel

Unlock the full potential of our cutting-edge Intel gaming build and prepare to conquer the esports world. 
Engineered to meet international esports standards, this setup is a Intel-powered tournament-ready champion 

that guarantees peak performance in every gaming arena. 

AMD

Experience gaming greatness with our latest AMD creation! Enjoy mind-blowing performance, 
power, and speed with the AMD Ryzen 7 7700. It’s the ultimate compact gaming rig in our fleet, 

packed into the sleek Fractal Air Pop Mini case.

processor Intel Core i7-12700KF 

case Fractal Design North (TBC)

motherboard ASUS H670-PRO WIFI D4 

RAM 32 GB 3600 MHz CL16 DDR4 

graphic card ASUS GeForce RTX 4070 DUAL 

pc rental

*All prices listed above are per day.



4-6 days* 2 € 1 € 1,5 €

8-14 days* 1,75 € 0,75 € 1,25 €

16-24 days* 1,5 € 0,5 € 1 €

4-6 days* 17,5 €

8-14 days* 15,5 €

16-24 days* 13 €

headphonesstreamcam mouse + keyboard
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StreamCam's premium glass lens delivers vibrant, true-to-life image quality with crisp details. A 78-
degree field of view keeps you upfront and center. Auto-focus intelligently adjusts the lens in real-time 

so you always stay in focus, even when you move toward or away from the camera.

max video resolution 1080p/60 fps in MJPEG

lens
premium FullHD Glass lens 
f/2.0 - focal length 3.7 mm

field of view 78° (diagonal)

focus autofocus(10 cm to infinity) / face based autofocus

accessories

size 24.5 Inch 

resolution 1920x1080 px (FullHD) 

refresh rate 360Hz 

panel type TN 

monitor - BenQ XL2566K

The XL2566K is our flagship model, delivering smoothness, fast response, and customizable features for 
competitive gamers. With DyAc⁺™ technology and a 360Hz refresh rate on a TN panel, it offers 

unparalleled motion clarity compared to similar models in its class.

logitech streamcam

*All prices listed above are per day.



contact us to book your gear

Laura Nowak-Goclawska
director

laura@biossphere.eu

Kamil Pucek
director

kamil@biossphere.eu

what’s next?

and follow us on social media

@biossphere_eu @biossphereeu @biossphere
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